
CHALLENGES FACED 
1. The client reported major speed controlling issues with the 

original factory-fitted Woodward digital governor system. This 

left the hospital relying on a rented genset for 18 months for 

emergency standby power.  

2. When IPU’s Engine Control engineers arrived on-site it was 

discovered the engine was one of the biggest built by Perkins: 

the 4016 TAG4. This turbo-charged V16, 61 litre engine uses 

common rail injection. It is at the limits of what can be 

controlled by electronic governing.  

SOLUTIONS DELIVERED 
1. IPU supplied a GAC ACB2001 Actuator and a ESD5330 

Electronic Engine Governor as the governing system. This 

system was powerful enough to control the genset successfully 

with no reported failures.  
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BACKGROUND 

IPU were recommended to the client for the required work by another of IPU’s 
customers. After experiencing problems with their original Woodward system, 
they needed a system that delivered the reliability they sought. 

GAC ELECTRONIC GOVERNING 
By installing an GAC electronic governing system, maximum productivity and 
efficiency can be achieved by engines and gensets. Electronic governing 
protect against droop, giving a constant frequency with any load. 

The ESD5330 speed control precisely controls engine speed and provides a fast 
precise response to transient loads. It has a powerful actuator driver suitable 
for the large actuators found on engines like the 4016 TAG4. The ACB2001 
proportional actuator is suited to high pressure and high inertia fuel injector 
systems. It is capable of 35 degrees of rotation with torques up to 12 ft lb. 

COMPLEX COMMISSIONING 
3 days on-site began with IPU making the bracketry for the ACB2001 actuator 
and the control linkage to the engine’s fuel system. Final commissioning 
included starting the engine and tuning the Proportional Integral Derivative 
(PID) loop on the controller. 

The GAC system interfaced with a Deep Sea 803 genset controller for mains 
failure monitoring, no-break restoration to mains and a 1.1MW (STOR) 
function. The Deep Sea genset controller was reprogrammed to allow speed 
biasing control interfacing of the GAC governor. This would enable the 
synchronisation and paralleling of the genset to the grid.  

ABOUT IPU GROUP 
IPU’s Engine Control division represents a wide range of electronic controls and components for diesel and 
gas engines. Typical applications include stand-by power generation, industrial engines, off-highway 
vehicles, construction machinery and marine engines.  

1 week after fitting the GAC system, the NHS Trust gave authorisation to commence a paralleling test of the 
genset. This ensured the system ran reliably under no-load and full-load conditions. Test trials proved 100% 
successful. 

The upgraded genset was put back into operational service on August 24th 2015. Follow-up checks verified 
that the genset had been operating correctly in STOR mode since October 2015, successfully exporting 1.1 
MW of electrical power to the grid on a twice weekly basis with no reported failures. 


